
StreetEagle® Vehicle Diagnostics
Discover and correct vehicle health and utilization issues BEFORE they become problems

Managing the maintenance needs and engine health for all of the vehicles 
in your fleet can be a daunting and time-consuming job. StreetEagle’s 
vehicle diagnostics technology alleviates the pain and hassle of this task by 
automatically notifying you of vehicle health issues before they become a 
problem – and, by giving you instant access to real-time (or archived) vehicle 
engine and fuel usage data whenever you need it. With this data you can 
anticipate maintenance needs, discover and coach driving behaviors that  
are shortening an engine’s lifespan, and monitor fuel waste and efficiency.

Keeping your vehicles on the road, your drivers safe, and your customers satisfied
StreetEagle vehicle diagnostics provides you with real-time (or archived) data and insights, so that whether you’re at the office or 
out in the field using a mobile device you’ll be able to make smarter decisions to extend the life of your vehicles. 

Proactively monitor every vehicle’s performance and utilization
Eliminate the pains and time spent manually tracking vehicle engine and fuel 
usage data. Anticipate maintenance needs, discover and coach costly driving 
behaviors and monitor fuel waste and inefficiency.

Instantly know any vehicle’s engine health, and warning signs
Know immediately when any vehicle dashboard light is signaled – engine DTC 
codes, coolant/oil temperature, RPM or tire pressure alerts. Stay on top of how 
various unsafe or wasteful driving habits impact the health of your vehicle engines.

Identify and coach driving behaviors that eat into your profits
Vehicle health scoring reveals how individual drivers operate and potentially abuse 
company vehicles. Supervisors can analyze engine health data and onboard safety 
monitoring to assess the “wear and tear” of each vehicle, and make adjustments.

Monitor seatbelt usage and receive alerts for violations
Seatbelt usage is another critical driver behavior that can be tracked and coached 
using StreetEagle vehicle diagnostics. Avoid seatbelt violation fines, protect your 
drivers, and eliminate unnecessary personal AND insurance risk for your operation. 

Analyze fuel levels and economy for any vehicle, any time
StreetEagle diagnostics will constantly monitor and display fuel levels, 
consumption data and economy for all of your vehicles. Access data via reports, 
instant alerts or online dashboard to be always armed with accurate information.
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